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COACH, PROFESSIONAL CYCLIST, FOODIE 
Dedicated educator and athlete whose passions include world travel, health, food, and 
cycling.  Her tenacity, knowledge, and joy motivate her students to work hard and to take 
risks in learning and achieving whether it be in training and racing, or in nutrition.  Strengths 
include a range of personal success across multiple disciplines both nationally and 
internationally; background knowledge in exercise science, nutrition, psychology, and 
education; and a wealth of experience educating across all age levels in everything from 
group to one-on-one settings. 

Areas of Expertise 
*Individual Coaching   *Interdisciplinary Unit Planning 
*Group Clinics     *Multiple Intelligences 
*Meal Planning for Macronutrient Needs *Reading and Writing Instruction 
*Creativity with Whole Foods Recipes *Student-Centered Learning 
*Mountain Bike    *Target Language Immersion 
*Cyclocross    *Team Teaching Approach 
*Triathlon    *Technology Integration 
*5k to Marathon Running 

Experience 
MANCHESTER ESSEX REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT Manchester, MA 
7th Grade Spanish and French  Teacher, 2006 to 2016 (inc. one-year leave of absence) 
7th and 8th Grade Spanish Teacher, 2005-2006 
Hired initially to teach Spanish, and subsequently to teach both Spanish and French after 
spending a summer in intensive French language instruction.  Responsible for all lesson 
planning and teaching of five heterogenous, inclusive sections. 
Key Contributions: 
● Taught general education students and individuals with learning challenges within a 

mainstreamed, inclusive classroom. 
● Recognized by colleagues and administration as an innovator in technology integration 

in the classroom using tools such as Google Classroom, Google Docs/Forms/Slides, 
Green Screen videos, and Internet resources.   Conducted professional development 
workshops for colleagues on the use of technology in the classroom and work environment. 

● Served as the Seventh Grade Team Leader with primary responsibilities including: setting 
team goals and daily meeting agendas; acting as a liaison among teachers, parents, and 
administration; writing grant applications; designing the middle and planning and 
chaperoning grade-wide extracurricular events and field trips. 

● Participated on the principal hiring committee and on task forces focused on curriculum 
development and alignment. 

● Designed and implemented several original units of study that integrated subject areas and 
grade levels, enhanced student engagement, and incorporated technology as well as 
instructional techniques such as Agile and Scrum in the classroom. 

● Designed the school’s rotating class schedule which caters to the needs of middle and high 
school students and which accommodate shared staff needs. 

● Supervised student teachers as well as high school teaching assistants 
● Created and led a weekly cyclo-cross biking club for middle and high school students to 

teach cycling safety and techniques and to develop fitness. 

“It is easy to see that 
Crystal understands the 
seventh grade student 
by providing activities 
that are fun but 
meaningful. She 
encourages creativity in 
her classroom and 
students are willing to 
experiment with the 
language and are 
clearly comfortable 
speaking Spanish…they 
are quite respectful 
toward Crystal…she 
maintains a very warm 
and inviting space to 
learn.”  
M. Magana 
Foreign Language 
Department Chair 
Manchester Essex 
Regional Middle 
School 

“Crystal has created a 
warm, inviting 
environment where 
students feel 
comfortable taking 
risks. Students are 
regularly engaged, 
having fun, and actively 
learning, practicing the 
target language.   
Crystal works closely 
with all students, and 
provides additional 
scaffolding for students 
who are struggling. 
Her work with regards 
to …students better 
understanding their 
learning style 
particularly highlights 
this fact. Students are 
provided with clear, 
high expectations. the 
S. Guditus 
Principal 
MERMS



Experience, cont. 
GORDON COLLEGE Wenham, MA 
Health Educator, 2014-2015 
Pioneered the establishment and direction of the new position of Health Educator, both via 
Internet presence and face-to-face educational sessions. 

Key Contributions: 
● Developed a website with resources related to nutrition, exercise, and sleep. Frequently 

updated website content to reflect new developments in the health sciences and to 
highlight season-specific concerns such as health maintenance tips over the holiday season. 

● Established and maintained a social media presence on Twitter with daily updates 
regarding current health research and with various challenges to engage students in 
promoting healthy living. 

● Met one-on-one with students to problem-solve health issues; establish healthy eating, 
exercise, and sleep strategies; and achieve their health-related goals. 

● Created a curriculum for and lead several small-group presentations for sports teams and 
dorm floors on campus to teach healthy eating habits, incorporating the MyPlate as well as 
the USOC Athlete Plate guidelines. 

● Created an eight-week training program with related resources to assist participants in the 
college triathlon in their preparation for the event. 

● Co-founded and lead a series of cooking classes for students on campus, subsidized by the 
student government. Designed a menu, prepped all materials and ingredients, and taught 
three separate classes focused on using whole foods in creative ways. Students in each 
class learned to prepare three to four nutritious recipes from scratch that catered to student 
time and budget concerns. 

● Supervised a student intern. 

Assistant Professor of Spanish, fall 2005 and fall 2007 
Taught introductory Spanish to all levels of college students, incorporating 
collaborative learning strategies, activities to engage multiple intelligences, 
assignments that focused on cultural awareness and appreciation, and technology. 

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL Tegucigalpa, Honduras 
Middle School Teacher, 2002 to 2003 
5th Grade Teacher, 2001 to 2002 

Taught literature, grammar, and writing in sixth, seventh, and eighth grade ELL classrooms, 
and all subjects in a contained fifth grade classroom with limited resources and technology.  
Developed an original, student-centered grammar curriculum to be used at all middle school 
levels, improving fifth grade curriculum in organization and structure, relevance to Honduran 
life and culture, and student-centered pedagogical approach. Created culturally sensitive 
lessons while also living in a language immersion situation, using Spanish in daily interactions 
with parents, administrators, and coworkers. 

Education, Honors, and Credentials 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY— Cambridge, MA 
Master of Education in Human Development and Psychology, 2005 

GORDON COLLEGE—Wenham, MA 
Bachelor of Science in Movement Science, Summa Cum Laude, 2001 

Certification in Spanish (5-12) 

 “Crystal is a 
conscientious teacher 
who plans both 
thoughtfully and 
thoroughly… She is to 
be commended for 
designing learning 
activities that cause 
students to synthesize 
and evaluate key 
concepts and integrate 
them with prior 
knowledge.”  

B. Raucci 
Former Principal 
MERMS 

“I was impressed with 
Crystal’s assignments 
because they encompass 
strong middle school 
practices: coordinating 
curriculum with other 
content areas, making 
learning relevant to 
students’ lives, and 
pointing out positive 
role models.” 

B. Kaneb 
Former Principal 
MERMS 

“This particular 
teaching team is 
amongst the best I’ve 
ever seen!” 

T. Trumble 
Parent 


